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PART 5

It has been a little over two years since that fateful day that I first exposed Jan in that button down sun dress. Her transformation since that time has been nothing short of phenomenal. I have learned a lot about my wife that I think surprised both of us. The night that dog jumped up on her I thought for sure would be a deal breaker, but what I really learned was that if one gets her excited enough there isn't anything she wouldn't do to get her satisfaction. In our day to day interactions we treat each other as equals, but when it comes to sex, she always takes a submissive role. 

This must be the result of her Catholic upbringing. If she has no choice, she has no guilt. When I mentioned that I didn't have a clue how to use the remaining six coupons she gave me, she only smiled and said she was sure I would eventually come up with something interesting. 

I mentioned to Jan that I was still a bit miffed with Tom for taking advantage of the situation when Jason and Aaron had brought her home and really wanted to get back at him. She thought it over a few minutes and after remembering Tom's concern about his wife Susan finding out about his fucking her, asked why I didn't blackmail him to set his wife up. I thought that was a great idea providing she had no problems with me fucking Susan. Her response was that after all I had done for her, how could she object to anything I would do?  I gave the matter considerable thought and when I saw 
Tom out mowing the lawn on Saturday I decided to take the initial step to my conquest of Susan. I casually approached him and after some small talk I told him that Jan had told me about his involvement with her and I was not happy with it and was going to discuss it with his wife. Tom's face went white and he pleaded with me not to mention it to Susan. He was convinced that if Susan found out she would immediately divorce him and would do anything to keep that from happening, which was precisely what I was hoping he would say. I appeared to give the matter some thought and finally said I would keep the matter to myself, but only on one condition. Since he had seen my wife nude, I wanted him to email me a picture of Susan nude. When he said he didn't have any I told him I would give him a month to come up with one.

A couple weeks later, I received an email from Tom. He said he was still working on Susan, but had only been able to get her to pose in some sexy underwear. He attached the photo and asked that I give him a couple more weeks. I responded to the effect that I better have a nude shot by then or else suffer the consequences. I showed the photo to Jan. She said that 
Susan had come over to talk to her about Tom's insistence in photographing her in all states of undress. Jan just chuckled and suggested she go along 
with him, but to make him work for it. Everything was going as planned.

About a week went by and I got a picture from Tom of Susan's back wearing only panties and after another week a similar picture of Susan's nude back. Tom suggested he had met my demands, but I was quick to advise that I wanted one of her sitting facing the camera with her legs spread wide. It took about two more weeks, but I finally received the pose I was looking for. Before we could move on to the next stage of my plan I received a call from Jan asking if I would join her in Jason's office. 

If you recall, Jason is her boss. I took the elevator to her floor and was admitted into Jason's office. Jan was seated and motioned to Jason to tell me what he wanted. Jason said he had received a call from Aaron. Aaron was coming in to town at the end of the week and wanted to know if he would be able to obtain one of Jan's special coupons. He said he would make it worth her while. I told him I would have to think on it and would call Aaron with my answer. Jason gave me his number.

That evening I asked Jan what she thought. She admitted she had really enjoyed herself and wouldn't mind a repeat performance. I call Aaron and said I would be very happy to give him one of my coupons but that Jan said he wouldn't need one. After the enjoyment he provided last time she would be willing to do whatever he wanted. I asked what he needed. Aaron said he was entertaining a few of his well to do associates and thought that Jan would enjoy the experience. I mentioned my desire to repay Tom for his fucking my wife with him. He said the Tom and his wife would be more that welcome and would prepare something special for them as well. He had a very special outfit he wanted Jan and me wear. He asked questions about her sizes and if she still shaved her pubic area. 

I told him we had decided to let her hair grow out a bit, but it was still trimmed and her pussy lips were still bare. He said not to make any changes and that our outfits would arrive by noon on Friday. I agreed and hung up. I told Jan what Aaron had said and Jan said this would be a good opportunity to initiate Susan. She said Susan had asked her a number of questions about her exhibitionism and thought there might be an interest there.

I called Tom and asked him to join me for a beer. While sitting together drinking I asked him if he had ever fantasized about watching someone fuck his wife. Tom was a bit taken back at first, but after further discussion admitted that he and Susan had included that in some of their role playing. I told him about Aaron's invitation and asked if he and Susan wanted to join us. He said he would mention it to Susan and see what her reaction was. 

The next day Jan called and said Susan was asking questions about Aaron and his invitation. She told Susan that Aaron was into adventurous erotic settings and if she could keep an open mind she might find the experience exciting. Tom emailed me later in the day and said Susan wasn't really sure if she wanted to go, but if he agreed they could leave whenever she wanted they would be happy to accept our invitation.

Friday afternoon Jan was at home and called me at the office. She said I would not believe the outfits she had received by courier. When I got home she was standing there in an absolutely beautiful wedding dress. The dress was a white, full length A-line with multiple drapes around the body, each of which were capped off by white roses. The top was strapless with a small amount of cleavage showing. The back dipped down her back clearly showing she was not wearing a bra. 

Her veil was a tiara flowered headband with netting flowing down her back to the top of the dress. To complete the outfit were white thigh high stockings, white satin panties, white heels and a blue garter. For me there was a tuxedo. The note with the gown said Aaron and Jason would pick us up in the limo the next day at six pm. I called Tom to let him know the time we would be picked up, but did not mention our outfits. I suggested Tom wear a coat and tie and Susan wear a nice knee length or higher evening dress.

The limo arrived a few minutes to six and Jason came to escort us to the car. Susan and Tom were shocked to see how we were dressed. Jan gave Jason and Aaron a fatherly kiss and introductions were made all around. Aaron explained he had told his associates that a dear friend of his had just gotten married and agreed to spend some time after the wedding with he and his friends before going on our honeymoon. Susan bought into this and we all got into the limo. The seats faced each other and Jan was placed in the rear seat between 
Aaron and me and Susan was between Tom and Jason. 

There was cold campaign waiting for us as we entered. Aaron kept us entertained with funny stories. Susan noticed Aaron's hand under Jan's dress on her knee and the fact that I voiced no objections. It took about 45 minutes for us to reach our destination and in that time we were all the best of friends, probably because we had finished two plus bottles of bubbly. Susan received constant refills and consumed the most by far. By the time we arrived, she was really becoming chatty. Appears she was not a heavy drinker.

We were escorted into a fancy club and up the stairs to a private party room. In the room were 5 middle aged men, who by their manners and dress, appeared to be well off financially. There was a suite of furniture off the small dance floor that looked to be sectional-type arranged around a pair of long, but thin coffee tables. After introductions were made, Jan was put at one end of the tables between Jason and me, and Susan was put at the other end between Tom and Aaron. The other men filled in between. 

There was a three piece band playing background music and when Aaron gave the signal, two waitresses in French-maid outfits began serving finger food. There were bits of lobster, shrimp, scallops wrapped in bacon, and caviar. Drinks liberally laced with liquor were also served. When Susan ordered a rum and coke, I heard Aaron tell the waitress to use his special bottle. He later told me it contained 151-proof rum. There was a lot of small talk as the men tried to put us at ease. Susan became more relaxed as she answered questions about women issues and some of the areas that interested her. 

We were there almost an hour when I noticed that Susan's dress had risen a few inches above her knee and that Aaron had placed his hand on the inside of Susan's knee. Tom chose to ignore it and Susan didn't voice any objection. Aaron suggested the bride and groom dance and asked Tom if he minded him dancing with Susan. Tom agreed. As we danced around the floor we watched as 
Susan and Aaron were in animated conversation. We then saw Aaron's hand slide down to her hem and back up the inside of her dress. 

He then gently caressed her ass for the remainder of the dance, probably with his hand inside her panties. When we returned to the table Jan and Susan went out for dances with the other men. I couldn't help but notice how close each woman was held as they moved around the floor. From the condition of the men's pants when they returned to the table, it was obvious that a lot of grinding action had been going on. Susan and Jan's faces were flushed and were obviously getting excited.

Aaron then announced that since Jan and I were about to embark on our honeymoon, it was only proper that everyone contribute to see they had a good time. Aaron said that I had given him permission to auction off Jan's garter. The highest bidder would get to remove it. The bidding started off at ten dollars. The winning bid was two hundred.

Jan was moved to a chair in the center of the dance floor and the winner put his hands up Jan's dress. He was obviously interested in more than the garter because Jan's eyes popped open for a moment and she shifted forward in her seat. Shortly afterward, the garter appeared at the bottom of her dress and the winner, with a big smile on his face, put it in his pocket. I heard him whisper to the man on his right about how wet Jan's panties were. Jan was about to get up, but Aaron asked how much would someone offer for the hose on her right leg. The bidding started up again and the winning bid was now two fifty. 

The winner, following the example set by the garter winner, took his time and liberties with Jan as he claimed his prize. The entire time his hands were up her dress she was squirming in her seat. Aaron said that two fifty was the price for the other stocking and the offer was quickly taken up. This time it was very obvious that there was a hand on or in her pussy, and from her pelvic movements on the chair, my guess was that a finger was in her cunt.

As this was going on I noticed that Aaron's hand was now around Susan's neck and his hand was brushing back and forth across her breast. Getting no objections from Tom, he eased his hand down the front of her dress, cupping and squeezing the captured breast. As Susan's breathing rate increased, Aaron removed his hand from her breast and placed it under Susan's dress, and began caressing her thigh. He told Susan to open her legs a bit so Tom could also caress her legs. Susan complied. While all this was going on, I was busy taking photos with the pocket-size digital camera I brought along. 

Leaving Susan in my care, Aaron told Jan to come stand on one of the tables in the center of the chairs and once someone helped her up told Jan to lift her dress to her waist. When she had complied she revealed a white half-slip with lace trim. The slip went for three hundred dollars. However, the winner thought he would be tricky and when he put his fingers in the waist band he also had his fingers inside the waist band of her panties. When he started pulling them down, Jan caught his hand with her elbows and said, "No fair, only the slip." 

Everyone got a laugh out of this and he settled for the slip. Once she stepped out of the slip she was left standing there with her dress at her waist and showing her bright white silk panties, which had a large wet spot at her crotch. Aaron's choice of undergarment was perfect. There were no sides to the garment except for the small band at the waist that held a not very wide front and back together. Aaron had her turn a 360 circle and asked for the bid for the panties. The panties went for seven hundred. 

The winner approached her and buried his face in the crotch of the panties, inhaling the aroma of her arousal. He then slowly peeled them off, revealing the fact that Jan was a natural redhead, and then took a few licks at Jan's pussy. Enjoying the moment, Jan pulled his head into her crotch. Aaron allowed him a few minutes to lick away at Jan's wet pussy then halted it.

Aaron said it was now time for the dollar dance, but the cost of dancing with the bride would be one hundred dollars a minute. As $100 dollar bills fell to the table, Aaron told Jan to make sure to be real nice to her dancing partners and Jan was then passed from guy to guy as each one took the opportunity to run their hands over her butt, gleefully aware she was wearing nothing underneath the dress. Aaron said he wanted to heat things up so he dropped a $100 bill on the table and led Jan to the dance floor. 

Jan put her arms around Aaron's neck and as they began dancing I noticed Aaron playing with the zipper at Jan's back. When her back was turned to me I saw that the dress Aaron provided not only zipped down from the top, but also unzipped up from the bottom. The zipper went from the top to just below her ass cheeks. Aaron had raised the bottom of the zipper to just below the catch at the top and with his hands inside her dress completely exposed her ass. His hands traveled the entire exposed area several times until his minute was up. He was replaced by the next man who had bought three minutes. 

He returned his attention to Susan. He again began running circles on her inner thigh and soon had successfully traveled all the way up Susan's leg, but the pantyhose she was wearing kept him from his intended target. He turned to Susan and asked if she minded if Tom removed her pantyhose. She looked to Tom and when he nodded his approval raised up as Tom pushed her dress up behind her so she was no longer sitting on it and removed them. As a result of raising the back of the dress, the front hem of Susan's dress had now risen to mid thigh. Aaron motioned for me to pull Susan's leg open a bit wider. 

As he put his hand up under her dress and started lightly tracing ever increasing circles on her inner thigh, I did the same. He asked Susan if she liked what we were doing. When she nodded yes he told her to open her legs wider and set them over our legs. In this position, Susan's dress rose to her lap and her panties were in clear view. Susan's breath caught when Aaron reached her panties and began rubbing her clit through the panty material. The wet spot that was there grew. 

When he judged the time was right, he turned to Tom and asked if it was fair that Jan be the only woman there without panties. Tom said that the only fair thing would be for Susan's panties to come off also. By now Aaron had pushed her panties aside and was directly rolling her clit between his fingers. Susan had lain back on the couch to make it easier for him. Aaron asked Susan if she wanted him to continue and when she moaned yes he told her she had to remove her panties and offer them to him as a gift. 

She looked at Tom again and when he nodded yes, she lifted her butt again, put her thumbs in the waistband at each hip, and slowly lowered them down her legs. The light brown pubic hair covering her pussy was now on public display.

Meanwhile the guy who had bought three minutes with Jan was really getting into it. Jan had her arms around his neck and he had his hands planted squarely on her ass. Only instead of going through the zipper opening, he opted to put his hands up her dress exposing a large portion of her thighs. The next guy also bought three minutes and proceeded to attend to the front of Jan's dress. One hand was holding the front of her dress so she was exposed from the waist down and the other hand was busy sliding his fingers back and forth across her clit and into her vagina. 

His fingers glistened with her juices as she ground herself against his hand and her moans signaled she was on the verge of her first orgasm. When Aaron saw she was about to come, he paused his assault on Susan's pussy, walked over and whispered into the guy's ear and the hand was withdrawn. I am sure he said something about denying her orgasm until later.

Jan returned to the table on wobbly legs, sat down, and polished off another martini. When she was sufficiently cooled down, the next guy bought his three minutes and led Jan back out to the dance floor. Prior to going out, Aaron told the guy that she was not to have an orgasm or he would be ushered out of the building. I wondered how this guy was going to handle the situation since the guys in front of him had broken all the barriers. Jan put her arms around his neck and began dancing close with her head on his shoulder. 

As the guy began kissing her neck and shoulders his intentions become clear. The first thing he did was close the lower zipper, and then reached for the top zipper. As they danced, he slowly began pulling the zipper down. When it was at its lowest point, Jan was completely exposed in the back from the neck down past her ass. The dress was being held up only by the pressures of their two bodies against each other. 

Everyone watched to see what would happen next. With a minute left to their dance, the guy pulled away from Jan and the dress fell to her feet. He lifted her into the air and the dress fell away, leaving her standing there in only a pair of white heels. He pulled her to him and for the remainder of his time ground his enlarged cock into her exposed pussy. When his time was up, Jan returned to the table, leaving her dress in the middle of the dance floor. Aaron was right; the party was about to heat up.

I returned my attention to Susan. Aaron told Susan that he wanted her to fuck him and if she was willing, she had to lose the dress and anything else she was wearing. She removed her clothes, straddled Aaron's legs and seated herself on his exposed erect cock. Once he was fully in her he ordered her to start moving up and down until he told her to stop. 

Aaron had entered her from the back leaving her fully exposed from the front. He had one hand around a breast, squeezing her breast and nipple, while the other was rubbing her clit. Susan was groaning and telling him to fuck her harder. Tom had taken his cock out and inserted it into her mouth, telling her to suck it dry. Jan was seated between Jason and another guy with her legs spread out over theirs while they freely explored her breasts and pussy. As Susan reached her climax, Aaron pulled out and I took his place, enjoying the velvet slickness of her hot vagina. 

Aaron pulled the center tables apart then pulled Jan off the couch and laid her back across one of the tables, which had been cleared for the action about to take place. He reached into his bag and withdrew a blindfold and velvet covered ropes. Once blindfolded, he quickly secured her arms and legs to each table leg. I should explain here that Jan was once a gymnast, and had been able to sit flat on the floor with her legs out to her sides. Although she did not still have the same flexibility, when pulled apart across to the table legs, her legs and pussy were almost on a straight line. 

In this position, her pussy lips were stretched so thin they were almost not noticeable. This spread her vagina wide open. The skin covering her hooded clit stood up like a shark's fin and one could easily peer up into her vagina by the gap that had appeared. In this position, her womanhood was easily accessible, vulnerable, and begging for attention. Aaron reached for an iced bottle of Champaign. He slowly poured it over her breasts and watched it travel down her chest until it pooled at her navel. He then lapped up the liquid from her body, starting at the nipples and traveling down to her navel. He then poured it over her pubic mound. 

The liquid splashed over her clit area and traveled down and into her slit. Aaron then bent over to suck the liquid from her pubic hair, following the trail that went over and into her vagina. He then grabbed the skin covering her clit and began moving it back and forth until it pulled back, revealing her swollen clit. He repeated this sequence a half dozen times. Each time he did this brought Jan to a higher and higher state of arousal; especially the time spent lapping at her exposed clit. 

When he clamped her clit between his lips and rapidly ran his tongue back and forth, she was like an unbroken horse as she bucked against his face. By the time he released her clit it had grown to about three quarters of an inch. Once he was finished, he was quickly replaced by each of the men there, each spending more time licking and sucking her clit bringing her closer and closer to orgasm. By now, Jan was begging for someone to fuck her.

Aaron waited until Susan had been serviced and then called for everyone's attention. Aaron expressed the belief that pubic hair detracted from the beauty of a woman's pussy and should never be allowed to be visible. He had Susan laid out next to Jan and secured her the same as Jan. He then opened the bidding for each girl's pubic hair, the winners (there would be two) would be given the honor of shaving their pussies clean. 

Since Jan was the bride, she was put on the auction block first, although both girls would be shaved at the same time. Jan's pussy hair went for $400 and Susan's went for $350. Aaron produced a pair of scissors and razors from the bag he had brought in with him. He arranged for a bowl of water to be placed between the girls and handed the scissors, shave gel, and razors to the winners. The barbershop was now open. Their legs were held open by the velvet ropes and the offending hair was slowly removed until both were as bald as preteens. 

Once the hair was removed, a soothing cream was provided to the barbers and they took delight in massaging the shaved areas, both inside and outside. 
The guy servicing Susan took great delight in cupping her mound, inserting the middle and ring finger inside and rapidly pulled and pushed against her pussy until she squealed with pleasure. Jan's guy took his cue from 
Susan's and applied the same technique to Jan. Both girls were now in a state of intense arousal.

He then called the two girls over who had been serving drinks earlier and told them to strip. Once naked, he assigned one girl to Jan and one to Susan with instructions they were enjoy themselves. As they positioned themselves beside each girl, Aaron drizzled honey across Jan's and Susan's breasts and trailed it down until it ran down and into their slits. For the next fifteen minutes or so, fingers and tongues brought the bound girls to multiple orgasms.

When he was ready, Aaron reached over to a side table and selected a tapered candle about eight inches long and about the width of an erect penis. While one girl was on her knees in front of Susan, Aaron slowly inserted about 3 inches of the base of the candle into Jan's pussy. He then started fucking her with the candle, inserting more and more of the candle until about two inches was sticking out. To my surprise he lit the candle. He told Jan what he had done and that she had to let him know when to pull the candle out. 

We all sat there mesmerized by the sight of a lit candle protruding from Jan's vagina. While we watched the candle burn down Aaron played with her clit. It almost looked like he was jerking her off as he continued pulling and pushing on her clit. Soon the flame of the candle in her pussy was about an inch away. Through clenched teeth, Jan said it was getting warm and thought it should be taken out. Aaron waited another half minute then slowly pulled the candle out. He then tilted the candle over her and let the melted wax fall onto her nipples and subsequently a trail down her body until melted wax has falling directly onto her erect clit. 

He continued dripping wax on her clit, pubic area and upper legs until the area was completely covered with wax. When it had hardened again, he gently removed it, producing a perfect mold of Jan's slit and clit. He did the same to Susan. He said he would later produce a mold of each girl's pussy and produce a usable latex copy of their vagina for everyone there. To cool her off, he removed an empty Champaign bottle that had been turned upside down into its ice bucket and gently inserted it into Jan's vagina until it would not go further without undue pressure. About six inches of the bottle's neck was in her and he proceeded to fuck her with the bottle while rubbing his thumb across her clit. When she was about to explode he withdrew the bottle, her blindfold and the wax from the rest of her body.

As if on cue, everyone got undressed. Aaron's associates immediately wanted to start pounding the girl's pussies, but Aaron was in control and said that he was the ring master and everyone would follow his directions. The first thing he did was put one guy on each side of each girl, and one between their legs. Like a music director, he had each guy take a nipple in his mouth while the one between their legs got to lick their pussy lips and suck on their clits until Aaron told them to stop. Everyone then rotated right and repeated the process. Cries of pleasure came from both girls. He did it again and again until both girls were again begging for release. Meanwhile Tom and I enjoyed the charms of the waitresses.

From his bag he pulled out two huge vibrators. They had circular heads with rubber nubs and when they were turned on the head rotated. Aaron took control of the one for Jan and one of the other men took control of the one for Susan. While guys were squeezing breasts and biting nipples, they applied the rotating heads to their spread open slits. They initially kept the pressure light, but gradually increased it, running the head up their slits to their clits and down to their rectum. Both girls had now stating screaming, "YES! 
YES! HARDER! PLEASE HARDER!!" Aaron nodded and the pressure was increased until both girls screamed their release.

The rest of the evening was rather anticlimactic. If the average length of penetration was 4 inches each time a cock traveled into their pussy, then both girls got about a quarter mile of cock that evening. Susan was also introduced to double and triple penetration. At the conclusion of the evening Aaron had both girls cleaned up and opened a container of a clay-like substance. In turn he laid each girl on the table with their legs spread and inserted the Champaign bottle back into their vagina. He then liberally spread the clay substance over their pubic area. 

When he was ready he removed the bottle which left a good size gap which he quickly filled with the clay. In about ten minutes the clay had hardened sufficiently for him to remove it, resulting in a perfect mold of their entire pubic area, complete with areas for vagina and rectum. Aaron said these would provide the mold from which usable latex toys will be produced.

After Aaron's associates departed, we got ready to go home, but when we looked for Jan and Susan's clothes we could not find them. Tom and I put our jackets over our wives' shoulders and went back out to the limo for our ride home. You should have seen the looks they received as we departed the main entrance. On the way back home, Jan asked Susan what she thought about Aaron's parties. She responded that she definitely got more than she expected and asked when there were going to be any more.

 ***



